We care

We care
about Car
Comfort.
What makes a supplier an equal partner for automotive manufacturers? Clever
products? Technical perfection and quality? Reliable delivery and efficiency?
Yes – but these alone are not enough. What matters most are the people. Working
well as a “Team” in close collaboration with our customers allows KIPP to arrive at
solutions providing real value.
At the core of our promise “we care”: we dedicate all of our energy and creativity
to meeting our customers’ goals. We listen carefully, act with flexibility and provide
design responsibility in a timely manner. In this way, we make a competent and
passionate contribution towards allowing people all over the world to enjoy mobility with greater comfort and driving pleasure.

Comfort systems
for convertibles

Managing storage
space
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Open to new ideas.
Comfort systems for convertibles
“Since the beginning, we at KIPP CCS have been at the forefront of innovative developments. We are always
involved in generating new ideas. Our automotive customers ask us to join their teams in the very early stages,
and work well together until the best solution is achieved. This is usually a challenge, but it is also great fun.“

Sascha Fischer
Head of Development, Deputy General Manager
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Comfort systems for convertibles

We create a real
driving sensation.
People use cars to get from A to B – but in a convertible, the
journey is the destination. Without a roof over their heads,
drivers and passengers can enjoy perspectives that remain
hidden in a closed vehicle. There is nothing but the sky above, producing an experience of movement for all the senses.
Air deflectors provide open-air driving while allowing quiet
conversation and a wind-free experience.
If the air deflector is to be used, simply press a button and
the electromechanical system automatically moves into
position. There are no cumbersome parts to handle and no
interruption to the journey is necessary.
A gentle breeze at the push of a button

Air deflectors discreetly built into the roof frame of the
windshield and a windscreen between the rear headrests
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Innovative convertible pleasure:
the air deflector system extends at the
push of a button to keep you
comfortable on the road.
guide the air stream upwards and over the heads of
passengers. This reduces air turbulence in the interior

compartment. The system can even detect when the rear is
occupied and adjusts the windscreen accordingly.
The result is much greater comfort and pleasure in convertibles: drivers and passengers are protected from the wind
wherever they are sitting. There is also less noise, making
it easy to have a conversation, listen to music or hear onboard navigation instructions. Furthermore, the interior
retains heat better – meaning the convertible season can
be extended with open-air driving in all four seasons, even
when outdoor temperatures dip below normal comfortable
levels.

01.

We develop and produce innovative comfort systems for convertibles as a tier-one system supplier.

02.

Our experts work together with you to establish
the perfect solution.

03.

Thanks to our market and manufacturing
expertise combined with clear goals, KIPP is able
to create unique solutions for the customers.
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Using free space.
Managing storage space
“When we say that we care, it is something that we put into practice. Instead of sending e-mails,
we prefer to call or visit in person if possible. Our team approach and level hierarchy within KIPP
allow Key Account Managers to act independently and quickly respond to customer inquiries. This
is something that our customers appreciate and I am happy that they tell me so.”
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Viktoria Wolf
Key Account Manager
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Tidy on the road:
sophisticated storage space
systems ensure that
everything is stowed quickly,
conveniently and safely.

Managing storage space

Fixed and fitted.
In the words of Einstein, “Brilliant people are rarely tidy, and
tidy people are rarely brilliant.” We see things differently:
it is a brilliant idea to make it easy for people to be tidy.
This is especially true when it comes to storage space in the
car, where it is important to think not only about appearance and organization but also about securing the load – this
is a safe priority.

Brilliant organisation aids

For these reasons, we develop and produce storage space
products that provide an intuitive place for everything.

We offer more than just individual components, but entire solutions that intuitively fit together. When it comes

Products include loading compartment, rail systems, space
dividers, folding boxes and luggage holders. These add-on
elements separate the cargo area and provide secure transportation of your cargo. These have an ergonomic design
and are both straightforward and comfortable to use.

to standard original equipment, assemblies are integrated
directly into the body in white. Accessorizing with attached
loading compartments, telescopic frames or rail systems is
quite easy. KIPP CCS is the world market leader in managing
storage space in new vehicles. Manufacturers turn to us
when there is an unusual task to accomplish. For example,
how do we develop a high quality load floor made of fine
natural wood combining functional and style?

01.

We are one of the world’s most experienced providers in the area of
storage space management, and we were the first company to bring
cargo rail systems to market.

02.

Be it standard original equipment or add-on accessories, every system
is a tailored solution to meet your requirements.

03.

We collaborate extensively with our customers during early supplier
development and support them as partners through all phases including serial production.

04. Our customers receive complete assemblies that are ready to install,
and we assume responsibility for their faultless function.
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Always
moving ahead.
Functional and control panel assemblies
Philip Stehle
Head of Injection Moulding Production
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“What I like about my job is that we invest in new technology at KIPP CCS and work with state-of-the-art
machinery. We are supported as employees when we use our imagination and initiative – we can actually
make things happen. I only have to step outside to see what I’ve done – because there is a little piece of
me in the best cars on the road.”
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Functional and control panel assemblies

We have quality
under control.
Will a consumer spend time thinking about a latch or load
floor handle? Not necessarily, however it is obvious that the
look and feel of the controls contribute significantly to the
brand value experience. A high level of driving comfort also
requires controls that are easy to reach, work smoothly and
reliably. For these reasons, we consider such details very
thoroughly.

this in mind, our responsible staff from development and
production planning, sales and project management work
side by side at every stage of development in our company.

For components that are constantly being touched, quality
is crucial – simply because hardly anyone would think about
protecting them from dirt or damage during everyday use.

Such components include handles, latch mechanisms, sill
plates and pull-out mats to protect the rear bumper. How
ever, there are also unique highlights, such as a fold-out tray
that transforms the centre console into a coffee table. Another example is the pull-out load floor, which quite literally
rolls out to help the user load heavy or bulky goods before
simply rolling back into the vehicle.

Detail is no trivial matter

This presents great challenges in terms of design, material
selection, engineering and detail. At the same time, it is
important to consider efficient and low cost solutions. With
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Touched a thousand times:
you can simply feel it when
control elements are just right.

The result is mechanical and electromechanical components that simplify handling in the car while making loading
and unloading as convenient as possible.

01.

Development and production under one roof
creates optimal synergies.

02.

Our developers have a wealth of experience and
specialized expertise in vehicle construction.

03.

A meticulous quality assurance system is in place
before series production. All materials and functions
are comprehensively tested. Only when every
requirement is met without fault does approval for
series production take place.

04.

We work using the latest validation processes with
our own test facilities, material test benches and
climate chambers.

05.

To guarantee our stringent quality standards, we
have a high level of in-house production.

06.

Design and material quality are consistent with your
brand.
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We grow with
our tasks.
K IP P C C S is p ar t o f t h e fam il y - r u n KIP P Group, wh ich is now u nder mana gement by t h e four t h
ge n era t i on . T h is p er s onal r es p ons ib ility and our cont inuous , healt hy growt h for m a stable basi s
f or reliab le p ar t ner s h ip s wit h our cus tomers .
The automotive division
is turned into a
spin-off company,
KIPP Car Comfort
Systems (CCS) – five
employees generate
turnover of €3.2 million

Plastic operating elements expand
the product range

1919

1922

1940

KIPP produces
kitchen machines in
small batches

Founder Christian Kipp
lays the foundation for the
family business with his
mechanical workshop
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1952
The first KIPP
clamping lever
goes into series
production

Production of
precision parts for
mechanical
engineering begins

1984

2003
KIPP becomes a supplier to
the automotive industry with
innovative storage space
fixing systems

2005

Comfort systems for
convertibles, a new
business area, makes a
strong start with first
extendable wind
deflector module for
Mercedes-Benz

2008
32 employees move
into the new company
building in Sulz-Kastell

2009

A factory in Mexico
is established

2012
An assembly
plant near
Budapest
expands
production
capacity

2014

2017
We generate turnover
of €32 million around
the world with a team
of 274 employees.
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Production and
locations
We are at home in the world of mobility.

Automotive manufacturers around the world depend on our product quality and on-time delivery. This is why it has always been clear to us that
we should keep production completely in our own hands. Design, development and start-up production is located in our headquarters in southern
Germany. Once our process is capable we will manufacture in Germany and Hungary or in Mexico for the NAFTA market.

Hungary

We reach out to you.
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Injection moulding

Metal processing

Assembly

For the production of plastic parts, we utilize stateof-the-art injection moulding machines.

We take responsibility for every step of metal part
production – raw material to surface finishing.

The perfect interaction of people, machines and software
ensures our trademark level of precision in the final product.

Located in the heartland of the european
automotive industry, we are proactive in
supporting customers around the globe with
a close, personal service. Our Key Account
Managers are professional and always
available to talk. They are involved at every
stage of a project and are in close contact
with all the relevant parties. By ruling out
any additional intermediaries, we ensure the
best possible knowledge of customers and
products within our sales team.

Established 2011

Mexico
Established 2014
KIPP Automotive México, S. de R.L. de C.V.
Av. Santiago Poniente No. 116
Parque Industrial Colinas de San Luis
Ciudad Satélite Zona Industrial
Delegación Villa de Pozos
San Luis Potosí, S.L.P. CP: 78423
Mexico
Tel +52 (0) 444 454 3600

Germany
Established 2005
KIPP GmbH & Co KG
Gottlieb-Daimler-Straße 19
72172 Sulz am Neckar
Germany
Tel +49 (0) 7454 96034-0

KIPP Car Comfort Systems Hungary Kft.
Bányatelep 14.
2084 Pilisszentiván
Hungary
Tel +49 (0) 7454 20 639 70
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